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about

Claire Gibson is an experienced designer, fabric developer and apparel merchandiser with 
a passion for the outdoors. She completed her Master of Science in Textiles in 2017 with a 
concentration on Fashion and Textile Design. Her thesis research centered on the use of 
sustainability assessment tools in the apparel and textile industry with a primary focus on 
the Higg Index. Following the completion of her Master’s, Claire spent two years working 
in material development, innovation projects, and sustainability programs for Newell 
Brands Technical Apparel. She currently hopes to pursue a career closely tied to apparel 
production. 

Claire’s background is a diverse collection of professional and creative opportunities. She 
has knowledge of branding and marketing, graphic design, regulations, sustainability, 
retail, merchandising, design, and product development as they pertain to the apparel 
space. She thoroughly enjoys the creative and analytical challenges that the textile and 
apparel industry provides in product development, responsible sourcing, and innovation. 
She is a fun, driven individual that loves collaborating with other people.

Included is a showcase of her apparel and print designs, a summary of her internship 
project under Under Armour’s innovation team, and samples of her professional work from 
her time at Newell Brands Technical Apparel - Marmot + ExOfficio. 



apparel design



Garden Couture is a conceptual Pre-Fall knitwear line intended for women in generation Y,  the older section of millennials, of upper income levels. The designs 
feature embellishment in addition to knit structures that increase the price level of the garments. Potential retailers include Nordstrom’s, Saks Fifth Avenue, and 
Neiman Marcus. The embellishments are reflective of floral and natural trends and the embroidery detail work forecast by WGSN for Fall 2015.

The illustrations were created using Adobe Illustrator while the simulations were done on Shima Seiki SDS-1 APEX3 software. The simulations are done using two 
ends of a 2/30 yarn on a Shima Seiki Mach2X 15 gauge machine. The intended yarn is a cotton-lycra blend for both comfort and stretch. If the intended price point 
were higher, a silk-blend yarn could be used. The embellishements could be appliqué or printed on the garments.

garden couture



Miami Tropic is a conceptual spring/summer line for women and girls in the Millenial generation. The line was created in collaboration with Rachel Relyea with each 
person making their own garment, but working together to create a cohesive set of garments. The crop top was knitted on the Shima Seiki Mach 2X 8 gauge machine 
and was designed using Shima Seiki SDS-1 APEX3 System. The print was designed in Adobe Illustrator and printed using the Shima Seiki SIP Inkjet printer and 
reactive dye. The yarn used in the top is 20/2 100% cotton open-end. All concept drawings were done in Adobe Illustrator.

miami tropic



Athletic Luxe is a concept line created to show range in women’s wear beyond traditional fashion items. The items were created using color and active wear trends 
from WGSN for Spring 2017 and designed with multiple activities in mind - such as yoga, barre, crossfit, running, and weight training. The leggings were created with 
mesh paneling in mind to allow for ventalation in key areas, while the tops were designed to reflect trendier silohuettes while providing similar performance features. 
The line is intended for a mid to high price point, but could be adapted using less expensive yarns/fabrics. The marble print on the leggings and sports bras is 
intended to be either a print or a foil detail.

athletic luxe



NC State College of Textiles, in conjunction with Raleigh Denim and the International Textiles Group’s Cone Denim, held a competition for students in Spring 2016 
to challenge their creativity using selvedge denim. After a rigourous jury process, thirty designs were selected for a fashion show celebrating Cone Denim’s 125th 
birthday. The designs featured above are a mermaid gown with digitally printed denim and selvedge trimmed bodice and a jumpsuit featuring a similar floral digital 
print. The denim had to be thouroughly bleached to properly digital print with the floral motifs. The print was designed in Adobe Illustrator and printed using the Shima 
Seiki SIP Inkjet printer and reactive dye. The gown features a modified sweatheart neckline and boxpleat on the bottom skirt. The jumpsuit has selvedge trimmed 
pockets and an exposed zipper framed with selvedge. All patterns were drafted by hand. Both pieces were selected to be in the fashion show on April 6, 2016.

selvedge denim



Wild Hearts is a nature inspired digital print for the 2015 autumn season on a textured knit featuring diamond pointelle detail along the bottom and cable down the 
sleeves. The 100% cotton sweater was designed on Shima Seiki APEX Knit Design software and knitted on the Shima Seiki Mach-2x Wholegarment knit machine 
using 20/2 yarn. The digital print was based off an original watercolor of a tanager and scanned into Adobe Illustrator to be manipulated and the background is an 
edited image of birch bark. The design was printed using the Shima Seiki SIP Inkjet printer and reactive dye.

wild hearts



The NC State of Denim fashion show in December 2015 was a competition for multiple levels of designers. Three designs, as shown, were made with two looks 
being juried into the show. The chosen looks were a sweatshirt and circle skirt featuring cutsom digitally printed white denim fabric with an engineered print and a 
tailored denim bra top with matching tulip skirt and lace top. The engineered print was printed using the Shima Seiki SIP Inkjet printer and reactive dye. The third 
design was a knitted dress printed to look like denim with a woven panel front.

state of denim



The Friday @ 5 clothing line is targeted toward young women in generation Y. The line is a mix of retro-modern pieces with trendy details and color suitable for both 
day and night. Illustrations were done using Adobe Illustrator and all pattern making was done using Gerber Pattern Design. One design was selected for physical 
production. The final crop top was constructed with a woven stretch polyester fabric (the wrong side was used) and polyester chiffon, metal iron-on studs, and a 
separating metal zipper. The final skirt was constructed with cotton sateen and polyester organza fabric, an invisible zipper, and two hook and eye closures.

friday @ 5



friday @ 5
Digital Pattern Making Samples - Gerber Software



textile design



Dahlias in Bloom is a series of three designs for the Denali ‘Design a Throw’ 2016 Competition. The 
theme of the competition was florals. The designs were limited to 4 colors only. A “birdseye” effect 
was created using the chosen four colors in order to achieve the midtones in the flowers and leaves. 
The designs were created using Kaledo Print and Adobe Illustrator. The initial design featuring a 
green accent won the competition and was mass produced for retail as part of the Fall 2017 Denali 
fleece throw line.

dahlias in bloom



Shoreline is a conceptual fabric collection created with Kravet Furniture in mind. The collection was inspired by a summer trip to the Outer Banks and features two 
motifs of shells and one of crabs. The prints were created using Kaledo Print and Adobe Illustrator and the texture mapping was done in Adobe Photoshop.

shoreline living



Worlds Away is a conceptual fabric collection created with Kravet Furniture in mind. The collection was inspired by a 2015 trip to Hong Kong and the “Big Buddah” 
and features elements of both Buddhism and Hinduism including the hamsa and mandala imagery. The patterns were created using Kaledo Print and Adobe 
Illustrator and the texture mapping was done in Adobe Photoshop. Patterns were prepared for weaving in EAT software and woven on a jacquard loom using a White, 
Red, Blue, Green warp and Black, Cyan, Yellow, and Pink filling yarns.

worlds away



Lovely Bones is a conceptual fabric collection created for apparel applications. The collection was inspired by a 2015 trends of skull iconography and natural motifs. 
The patterns were created using Kaledo Print and Adobe Illustrator and the texture mapping was done in Adobe Photoshop. Patterns were prepared for knitting in 
EAT software and knitted on a circular jacquard knitting machine using cotton yarns of forest green, navy and grey.

lovely bones



under armour innovation project



The goal of the 2016 Under Armour “Digital Twin” fabric innovation project was to create a digital fabric library using Shima Seiki APEX3 software and direct 
applications for the material, color, sales, and design teams at UA. Project applications included a digital knit fabric creation in partnership with Vanguard Pailung, 
training for applicable UA teammates, colorate requests for design teams to reduce lab dip requests/leadtime. Final deliverables included fabric scans, yarn scans, 
comparative visuals of digital fabric coloration to lab dips, an SOP for current and future UA teammates, a rough estimate on the ROI from using digital color ups to 
reduce lab dip requests, a fabric DNA profile form, and a knit fabric trial run assessment.

digital fabric twin



digital fabric twin

Working with knitting company, Vanguard Pailung, a segment of the project focused on creating accurate yarn dye heather’s within the Shima Seiki APEX3 system. 
Since many of UA’s apparel items are cross-dyes, the goal was to simulate a heather with accurate cross-dye visualization for the design team that could then be 
used on 3D garment simulations from Optitex. A proprietary yarn was scanned into the Shima software and then used to create the above possible heather fabrics 
based on an existing fabric profile from UA’s fabric library. The garment on the right is the final simulation of a performance tee done within the Optitex Software. 



footwear upper design

Machine Program 2D Simulation

The applications of the “digital twin” project expand beyond apparel and into the footwear sector. The Shima Seiki APEX3 software allowed for initial development 
of knit footwear uppers with color simulation. The final products were very similar to Nike’s FLYKNIT line. Footwear simulations were done in conjunction with UA’s 
Lighthouse team.



footwear upper design

3D Simulation Ventilation and Compression Detail



Final estimates for ROI for the Shima Seiki software were based on a 50% reduction of lab dips for all UA categories, resulting in a possible savings of $250,000+ in 
the first year of full use. An additional area for financial return were use of salesman sample fabric rings by creating a digital fabric portfolio in all colorways that could 
be used by all third party sales representatives. The initial estimated reduction in cost was 20% for the salesman sample application. There is a steep learning curve 
for the software that would need to be accounted for when incorporating into a design pipeline for any company and a hefty initial investment in the software and 
hardware necessary. 

project conclusions



fabric development



sportswear fabric development

Working at Newell Brands Technical Apparel, my focus was on the sportswear and activewear categories for Marmot and ExOfficio. I worked with a portfolio of 
forty core fabric vendors on a regular basis, but had a larger portfolio of one hundred vendors on sustainability and innovation projects as they related to outerwear, 
accessories and equipment. With a perfect score on the Farnsworth- Munsell Hue Test, I was responsbile for managing and approving all lab dips, heather selections 
and print strikeoffs in my categories. Key projects that were successfully completed during my time at NBTA include, a fully traceable recycled plastic yarn where the 
areas of plastic collection could be identified; use of recycled polyester yarns from Kings Yarn that were inherently colored from their initial use (i.e. ketchup bottles for 
red or sprite bottles for mint and teal) into the tee shirt program; launch of the Marmot X THREAD program for the graphic tee shirt line; and research on applications 
of Marmot’s EvoDry technology to sportswear items like denim. I managed all certifications for responsible production and sustainability for the recycled down 
program, the Responsible Down Standard program, and the bluesign certified fabric program. I was also responsible for solving any quality issues resulting from 
fabrics before the salesman sample stage to ensure quality product delivery to the consumers during mass production. I worked closely with our technical design 
team on many projects and final fabric selections.
*photos from instagram.com/martmot and marmot.com
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